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User survey on statistics of the external sector of Moldova

1. What is your area of employment or afﬁliation? *
public institutions
international organizations
academia (students, researchers, faculty members)
mass media
political parties, NGO, blogs
business / ﬁnance
other (specify)
2. Specify your country of residence *
- Select 3. What kind of information do you use? *
publications
databases
4. Technical details and browsing experience
A. Which device do you
usually use to access
the publications/
databases?
Technical

PC

details and

Laptop

browsing

Tablet

experience

Phone

B. How do you evaluate the
convenience of accessing the
publications/ databases from the
selected device?

C. If you replied "somewhat problematic" or
"inconvenient" in column B, what kind of
changes could improve your browsing
experience?

convenient
somewhat problematic
incovenient

5. Do you know about the transition to the new methodological standards for Balance of payments and External Debt
(BPM6)? *
yes > go to the question 6
no > go to the question 7
6. What kind of difﬁculties have you encountered in the process of using the statistics elaborated in accordance with the
new methodological standards?
no difﬁculties
impossibility to compare with data from years before 2009
the meaning of indicators is unclear
other difﬁculties
7. Do you use a calendar/ other means of notiﬁcation in order to follow the publications/ databases?
release calendar published on the NBM's web-page
ARC calendar from the SDDS
subscription to the bnm.md newsletter
RSS
1

other
none
8. How could our publications be improved? *
quality is sufﬁcient
more tables, charts, visual elements
more detailed analyses
analyses in more lay terms
analyses in more academic terms
assistance in case of necessity
promotion on social media
other (specify)
9. How could our databases be improved? *
quality is sufﬁcient
more data presentation options (in chronological order and reverse chronological order)
more detailed presentation
methodological explanations placed near the data
the possibility to export the data in different formats
assistance in case of necessity
other (specify)
10. What other information would you like to appear in our publications and in which format?

11. Additional feedback and suggestions
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